Using automated electrode localization to guide stimulation management in DBS
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Abstract
Deep Brain Stimulation requires extensive postoperative testing of stimulation parameters to achieve optimal outcomes. Testing is typically not guided by neuroanatomical information on electrode contact locations. To address this, we present an automated reconstruction of electrode locations relative to the treatment target, the subthalamic nucleus, comparing different targeting methods: atlas-, manual-, or tractography-based subthalamic nucleus segmentation. We found that most electrode contacts chosen to deliver stimulation were closest or second closest to the atlas-based subthalamic nucleus target. We suggest that information on each electrode contact’s location, which can be obtained using atlas-based methods, might guide clinicians during postoperative stimulation testing.

Introduction
A crucial stage of Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) treatment is postoperative selection of stimulation settings. The overall aim of DBS is to achieve a balance between stimulating structures mediating desired effects, while avoiding structures mediating unwanted side effects.¹–³ Once the electrode location is fixed, altering stimulation parameters, and consequently the stimulation field, is the only means of fine-tuning treatment outcome. Selecting active electrode contacts and stimulation parameters requires extensive testing of different settings with a trial and error approach.³–⁵

Postoperative stimulation selection is time-consuming for the clinician and demanding on the patient. It is traditionally performed using mono-polar review, systematically testing all available electrode contacts. This process is currently not informed by neuroanatomical information about the electrode contact locations. There is a clear question as to whether this could helpfully inform stimulation settings. As segmented electrodes with more contact options, and therefore even greater numbers of parameter configurations emerge, this may become a critical issue.⁶–⁸ Furthermore, in a subset of patients, poststimulation management is problematic, and may benefit from insights about the patient’s-specific neuroanatomical patterns.

There are at least two levels of neuroanatomical information that could be informative in postoperative stimulation planning. The first is a basic mapping of the target and surrounding structures, relative to the final implanted electrode position. The second involves adding connectivity-based mapping of pathways implicated in treatment effects to a basic mapping of structures. Connectivity-based mapping in patients can be done using diffusion weighted imaging (DWI)-based tractography. This in vivo technique is increasingly explored in DBS preoperative
planning,9–11 and has been highlighted as informative in targeting the STN for Parkinson’s disorder.12 Specifically, these recent studies have argued that targeting of motor cortex to STN pathways, delineated using tractography, is important in achieving optimal treatment outcomes.13–16

To date, the use of neuroanatomical information in postoperative stimulation management has been difficult to achieve because of a lack of automated software tools for clinicians (several manual tools exist, DBSproc, PyDBS, Stimvision, LeadDBS). One toolbox, PaCER (Precise and Convenient Electrode Reconstruction) has been developed to address this.17 This tool can automatically locate and reconstruct the implanted electrodes accurately. It then generates interactive 3D (PDF) reports, including measurements of Euclidean distances between electrode contacts and structures of interest.18

Here, we perform a retrospective analysis of DBS electrode locations and stimulation amplitudes relative to the STN, with the STN defined using four methods: (1) an atlas-based (fully automated) segmentation of the STN and (2) an atlas-based motor-STN, (3) a manual segmentation of the STN, and (4) a motor-STN defined for each patient using tractography. We examine the correspondence between the contacts ultimately chosen by clinicians after extensive testing and those suggested by neuroanatomical information. The overarching aim is to explore whether neuroanatomical information can be used to guide contact testing in postoperative stimulation management.

Patients and Methods

Patients

Twelve PD patients (seven male, five female; Mean age = 58 years (STD = 6), UPDRS-III Medication on: M = 11 (STD = 3.6); UPDRS-III Medication off, M = 36.5 (STD = 9.5); UPDRS-III Medication off, Stim on M = 11.7 (STD = 6.3)) undergoing bilateral STN-DBS at Aarhus University Hospital were included. All patients were evaluated by an experienced multidisciplinary team to ensure DBS candidacy and all gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the local ethics committee. All patients were implanted with the Medtronic 3389 lead and the target center-of-gravity, as calculated using the atlas-STN (M = 0.77 mm, SD = 0.01), but not for the manual-STN methods (M = 1.25; Pearson’s r = 0.52, P = 0.04) and the manual-STN methods (M = 2.30 mm, SD = 1.04; Pearson’s r = 0.20, P = 0.36) or the tractography-motor-STN (M = 2.37 mm, SD = 1.25; Pearson’s r = 0.40, P = 0.06, see Supporting Information for a discussion on lead placement distances). In our sample (N = 12), we therefore

This MRI protocol included conventional T1- and T2-weighted MRI for surgical planning, along with a diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) acquisition. The DWI data were acquired using a readout-segmented echo-planar imaging sequence allowing high angular (62 directions, B = 1000 s/mm2) and spatial resolution (1.4 mm isotropic) with substantially reduced EPI distortions. Detailed acquisition parameters are described in Petersen et al.19 A CT scan was obtained the day after surgery.

Image processing

The image processing workflow is illustrated in detail in Figure 1. Briefly, the PaCER toolbox (https://adhusch.github.io/PaCER)17,18 was first used to automatically locate individual electrode contacts. Next, the preoperative MRI data were used to (1) automatically warp basal ganglia structures from two high-resolution atlases,20,21 (2) manually segment the STN, and (3) delineate the STN-subregion directly connected with motor cortex using probabilistic tractography. Finally, using PaCER we calculated the distances between active contacts chosen and the center-of-gravity of the three defined STN targets (see Figure 2).

First, we correlated these distances with (1) the stimulation voltage applied and (2) the improvement in unilateral UPDRS-III subscores. Second, we ranked the contacts on each lead from 1 to 4, starting with the contact closest to the target structure (Figure 3). We then compared the contacts closest to the target center, as calculated by each of the four methods (atlas-STN, atlas-motor-STN, manual-STN, and tractography-motor-STN) against the actual chosen contacts.

Results

The variability of active contact coordinates was calculated along the lateral-medial (x-) (M = −0.77 mm, SD = 1.67), anterior-posterior (y-) (M = 0.67 mm, SD = 1.45), and inferior-superior (z-) axis (M = 0.02 mm, SD = 1.48) relative to the manual-STN center-of-gravity in a coordinate-system realigned to atlas-space. There was a significant positive correlation between the stimulation amplitude (M = 2.98V, SD = 0.54) at an active contact and the target center-of-gravity, as calculated using the atlas-STN (M = 2.29 mm, SD = 1.17; Pearson’s r = 0.43, P = 0.04) and the manual-STN methods (M = 2.44 mm, SD = 1.22; Pearson’s r = 0.52, P = 0.01), but not for the atlas-motor (M = 2.30 mm, SD = 1.04; Pearson’s r = 0.20, P = 0.36) or the tractography-motor-STN (M = 2.37 mm, SD = 1.25; Pearson’s r = 0.40, P = 0.06, see Supporting Information for a discussion on lead placement distances). In our sample (N = 12), we therefore
find evidence to suggest that the closer the active contact is to the center of the (atlas or manual) STN, the less voltage is applied to achieve therapeutic benefit.

To examine effects on clinical improvement, we correlated unilateral UPDRS-III change subscores and distance from the (contralateral) STN center for both the left and right hemisphere electrode contacts. We found no correlation between clinical improvement and any of the calculated STN target centers (all $r$'s $< 0.19$, $P$'s $> 0.40$).

Next, we ranked the electrode contacts based on their proximity to the STN target structures. For the atlas-STN and atlas-motor-STN, we found that 58% and 50% of the active contacts were closest to the target center-of-gravity, respectively. For the manual and tractography-motor STN, 38% and 36% of the active contacts were closest. The most distant contact from the calculated center-of-gravities was never chosen to deliver stimulation (see Table S2).

Discussion

We present a retrospective analysis of the location of active electrodes relative to the DBS target, the STN, delineated using four different methods (atlas-based STN, atlas-based motor-STN, manual-STN, tractography-motor STN). First, we found a significant positive correlation between the stimulation amplitude applied and the electrode contact’s proximity to the center of the STN, as defined using the automatic and manual-segmentation methods. Second, we found that the majority of electrode contacts chosen to deliver stimulation were closest or second closest to the target center-of-gravities, defined using any of the four methods. We suggest that information on each electrode contact’s location might be useful in guiding clinicians during postoperative stimulation testing.

We used four methods to define the STN target, each with advantages and disadvantages. An automatically estimated STN does not require manual input, but may not
Figure 2. DBS electrodes plotted with (A) automatically estimated basal ganglia structures (based on high-resolution atlas data), (B) manual-STN segmentation (green), and (C) tractography-derived motor segment (red). Yellow contact highlights the one located closest to the target center-of-gravity. Depicted basal ganglia structures: Yellow = Globus Pallidus. Blue = Substantia Nigra. Red = Red Nucleus.
be as accurate as the manually segmented STN (however, see 22). The motor segment of the STN has been strongly implicated in treatment benefit, but the tractography analysis required to delineate it depends on technical expertise, and is not without limitation (see 19,23). Using both the automatic and manually segmented methods, we found an association between the stimulation voltage applied and proximity of the active contact to the entire STN. We suggest that an automatic method may be adequate for delineating the STN, at least in this context. We did not find an association between the stimulation applied and contact proximity to the tractography- or to the atlas-based motor-STN. While there is a general consensus that a region of the STN directly connected with cortical motor regions is a ‘hot spot’ for treatment effects,14–16,24,25 we argue that there may be challenges in using tractography to accurately delineate this small sub-region.19,26 Indeed, another recent study has noted unacceptable error margins using template-derived (group atlas) tractography for DBS tremor targeting, compared with patient-specific probabilistic tractography.27

Our findings on the importance of electrode contact locations will be of no surprise to clinicians. However, our novel contribution is in demonstrating that new, open-source tools can be used to easily integrate detailed multimodal neuroimaging data into clinical practice, thereby opening avenues for future research. We suggest that our findings on the importance of electrode contact locations open an important avenue for further research. We found that most of the electrode contacts chosen after extensive, systematic testing were either closest or second closest to the STN center-of-gravity. If our results are replicated in a prospective study, we believe that clinicians can use this information to guide postoperative stimulation testing. For instance, knowing that an electrode contact is furthest from the theoretical ‘optimal’ target, clinicians may choose to focus testing efforts on the remaining contacts. Using neuroanatomical information to guide or constrain testing may become even more critical when innovations, such as segmented electrodes, become more commonplace.6–8

There were several limitations to our current study. First, our sample size was small (N = 12) which may explain in part our null findings for the motor-STN/contact distance and for the UPDRS-III subscores/electrode contact locations. Second, we used a CT scan taken 1 day postoperatively, and this may be impacted by unresolved brain shift. Third, we did not correct for susceptibility-induced distortions, but we did use the time-consuming RESOLVE sequence, designed to address this. Finally, our analyses concerning stimulation amplitude (voltage) are simplified, and do not take into account factors such as impedance, tissue anisotrophy, or axon diameter.26 We also use the outcomes from clinical programming (electrode contact chosen or not); it is possible that clinicians did not chose the optimal contact for stimulation. Notwithstanding these limitations, we present a novel analysis combining pre- and postoperative patient data, using the most current toolboxes available (PaCER17,18) and multiple methods for defining our DBS target structure.
Much of the recent DBS research has focused on improving preoperative targeting. However, postoperative stimulation management is also fundamental to achieving good treatment outcome and may be guided by neuroanatomical information. As automated tools such as PaCER emerge, this becomes increasingly feasible to use systematically in the clinic. We suggest a need for prospective studies, with larger samples, comparing neuroanatomically informed stimulation with traditional, monopolar review procedures.
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Supporting Information

Additional supporting information may be found online in the Supporting Information section at the end of the article:

Table S1. Raw data on stimulation settings, contact-to-target distances, pre- and postoperative UPDRS improvement (global and unilateral scores).

Table S2. Distribution of active contacts ranked by their proximity to the specified targets (center-of-gravity).

Table S3. Descriptive statistics and correlations.

Table S4. Descriptive statistics and correlations with stimulation Voltage as covariate.

Figure S1. Reconstructed electrodes plotted together with atlas structures in all 12 patients.

Figure S2. Scatter plot illustrating the spread of the active contact relative to the STN (manual) center-of-gravity.

Figure S3. Interactive 3D model of reconstructed electrodes and atlas-based basal ganglia structures.